is presently completing her second two-year term of office as AAIN Treasurer. Upon invitation of AAIN President Patricia E. O'Brien, Miss Harris presents her reaction to serving on the AAIN Board of Directors.
The wheels of our lives spin faster each day as more and more demands are made upon our time. Employers expect more from us, the nurses, with the passage of the Williams-Steiger Act of 1970; nurse educators say we, the nurses, must continue education in nursing periodically; the community asks the nurses to participate more in community affairs; the public demands expansion in health services, causing the physicians to delegate more of their responsibilities to the nurses; last, but not least, our families grow older and need more, not less, of our attention. The crowning blow falls when the president of the local nursing association calls to beg the nurses to serve as chairmen or officers of that group! Where is the time coming from to give one bit more of one's self?
All of this preamble leads up to a point: What is the goal in serving in a professional organization? More specifically, what was my goal in running for an office on AAIN's Board of Directors? In a simple answer, I had a debt to pay to AAIN's previous officers and members.
The year was 1968. I was concerned about AAIN's responsibility in the field of occupational health nursing. Along with other nurses, I felt very strongly that AAIN should provide courses in continuing education for the practicing occupational health nurses. When I was asked to allow my name to be placed on the AAIN ballot, I accepted with the hope that, if elected, I could help achieve this goal. It was my turn to "pay back" all the good that I had received from AAIN's influence since 1949.
My career as an occupational healtn nurse started as a greenhorn industrial nurse in a small plant in New Jersey, thereby entailing a very lonely professional isolation in a one-nurse unit. But, because several other nurses in a similar work situation were willing to serve as chairmen and officers of a New Jersey association of industrial nurses, I had a meeting to attend where I could receive help on my job problems. I wasn't alone after all thanks to the activity of one of AAIN's constituents. Many knotty problems at work were solved by being able to call nurse friends made at those professional meetings. Thus, there was an obligation to pay others for all that I had received during a 20-year association with AAIN.
The stimulation of working with 18 other Board members made the horizons and potentials of industrial nursing very broad. Hearing the members describe such Occupational Health Nursing, February 1972 things as new State laws, changing medical treatments, and developments in nursing practices, expanded thought realms in the specific field of industrial nursing. Serving four years on the Board of Directors as AAIN's Treasurer provided the opportunity to sit on the Executive Committee also. Participating in decision making by the Executive Committee meant considering the highest level of benefits for all industrial nurses and their patients, not just concern for a local region's interests. Thinking 50 States instead of just one State was one of the biggest hurdles to surmount in carrying out the business of the Association. Having a capable, efficient staff at Headquarters Office made the actual manual work of serving as Treasurer negligible. As a member of the Finance Committee, investigating the continued sound financial placement of AAIN's funds was fascinating. Interviewing many candidates and finally securing a Director of Education achieved the first step in enlarging AAIN's influence on helping to prepare more qualified nurses for industry.
Ascent to the national Board of Directors should be a ladder-dim bing process to prepare for AAIN's work and decision-making responsibilities. Without experience as a chairman and officer in a local association of industrial nurses, an incumbent is unprepared to have a strong, sure voice in the discussion and decisions of AAIN's Board. Local presidents should remember the old adage "ask the busiest person you know" to assume one more responsibility. This frequently holds true in the nurses' professional organizations. By the same token, local officers have a vital responsibility to prepare inexperienced members in growth positions within the organization.
One last, but far from least, asset in holding a national office is the value it provides in the employer's opinion of the nurse. How many officers, involved in active organizational roles, have heard from a boss "when do you work for me?" -only to have that same boss brag to others about his nurse's leadership position among her peers?
Being a member of AAIN's Board of Directors provides personal gratification with new business associates, stimulates professional growth and gives satisfaction in being part of the ever changing dynamics of professional life.
